Needles: 4mm (US 6) DPNs or circs for magic loop
knitting, depending on your preferred method.
Yarn: approximately 75 meters /82 yards of DK weight
yarn – or more, if you like a longer fit (used here: La
Droguerie Soyeuse, exactly 38 grams used).
Notions: Stitch marker for beginning of round, darning
needle for weaving in ends and casting off, half a meter
of waste yarn in the same weight as your working yarn.
Resources:
Tubular cast on:
http://www.knitty.com/ISSUEfall05/FEATfall05TT.html
Tubular bind off:
http://www.savannahchik.com/2006/11/tubular_bindoff.htm

Tip:
At the part where you knit back & forth, slip the
first stitch on each row with the yarn held to the
side where it ended on the last row – that way,
the edge will turn out a bit neater.
Directions:
Divide your yarn in 2 portions (one for each
mitt).
Using tubular cast on, cast on 40 sts. Join in the
round, placing marker at the beginning of the
round.
Work a 1x1 ribbing (knit 1, purl 1) for 2 cm/1”.
At the next beginning of round, turn work
instead of continuing in the round. Work moss
stitch: purl over knit sts and knit over purl sts.
Knit back and forth like this for 4,5 cm / 1¾”.
Now start working in 1x1 ribbing again for 2
rows; after this, join in the round again. Work
ribbing in the round until you have about 75
cm/ 29” of yarn left.
Using the tubular bind off, bind off sts. Weave in
ends. Make the other mitt just like the first.
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I have put a lot of love an energy into creating this pattern and making it easy for you to follow.
Please respect my work – don’t distribute this pattern or use it for commercial purposes! Instead,
point others to where they can find it. I can be found on Ravelry as dutte, and you can read more
about what I spend my time with on my blog, www.demu.dk.
If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to write to me at dvm@demu.dk!

